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RICHARD WAGNER AND ITALY

A Place of Solace and Rejuvenation

In a previous article the impact of Italian
opera and culture on Wagner was exam
ined. This paper will discuss another as
pect of his relationship with Italy, the vast
amount of time that he spent there. Wag
ner always attempted to visit Italy when
he was in need of artistic or personal reju
venation; much of the last years of his life
was spent there, and he died there. It is
clear that its landscape, monuments and
cultural ambiance were a direct influence
on his artistic creativity. His first visit to
Italy was in 1852, when he was 39, and
from that time on the country was a regu
lar part of his itinerary. His 1852 visit was
primarily for therapeutic reasons—this
would continue for the rest of his life to
be a major cause for going to Italy—as he
sought warmth and sunshine as a remedy
for his chronic ill health. In July of that
year he left Zurich and headed south, cross
ing the Grimsel and reaching Italian terri
tory at Domodossola.’ Like so many, he
was overwhelmed as he descended south
from the Alps into increasingly lush veg
etation, as clouds gave way to sunshine.
He only spent a few hours on Italian soil—
although longer in the Italian part of Swit
zerland—and, like so many, had to rely
on his operatic Italian to make himself
understood. He was both awed and dis
turbed by what he saw: the architecture
and the culture were impressive, the
crowds and the noise disagreeable.

Within a month he was back in Zurich.
Yet the lure of the south had taken its toll,
and the following year he embarked on a

E

more extensive joumey. He was having
difficulty starting the music of the Ring.
He had finished the text in late 1852,2 a
few months after his brief first Italian visit,
and then stagnated in Zurich into the spring
of 1853. His personal life was in particu
lar disarray: a number of friends had died
and the expected clemency from the Ger
man authorities was not to materialize.3
In fact, a new warrant for his arrest was
being circulated. He longed to retum to
Germany to hear Lohengrin and thought
seriously of taking the chance at arrest to
do so. Moreover, his marriage to Minna
was deteriorating badly. His health, never
good, was affected, and by summer 1853
he was exhausted, clinically depressed,
and unable to compose, which only made
his depression worse. He went to St.
Moritz in July for the cure, which had
little effect.4 In late August he decided
again to go to Italy, remembering his ela
tion a year previously, and this time hoped
for artistic as well as personal rejuvena
tion.5

He went from Geneva to Turin, where
he enjoyed his first opera in an Italian
house, Rossini’s Barber, and then on to
Genoa. Here his depression began to leave
him. Genoa seemed a marvel and would
forever be his favorite Italian city: he wrote
of sitting in a cafe with coffee and a cigar
under flowering trees and appreciating the
fresh air, the architecture, and the sea
coast. Yet the frustration of still being
unable to compose soon overwhelmed
him, overindulgence in ice cream caused

dysentery, and the excessive noise of an
Italian city became too much. He moved
on to La Spezia. Here he stayed in the
best hotel—which to his horror was
noisy—and one day after a long hike in
the hills retumed to it and collapsed, weak
and exhausted. As he dictated to Cosima
in Mciii Leben a decade later:

I fell into a kind of somnolent state,
in which I suddenly felt as though I
were sinking in swiftly flowing wa
ter. The rushing sound formed it
self in my brain into a musical
sound, the chord of E flat major,
which continually re-echoed in bro
ken forms: these broken chords
seemed to be melodic passages of
increasing motion, yet the pure triad
of E flat major never changed, but
seemed by its continuance to im
part infinite significance to the ele
ment in which I was sinking...I at
once recognized that the orchestral
overture to the Rheingold...had at
last been revealed to me...I decided
to return to Zurich immediately and
begin the composition of my great
poem.

Although there are some problems with
this account—most notably that he did
not mention the experience in his con
temporary letters and it still took him sev
eral months to begin to set pen to paper—
forever afterward he felt that La Spezia

(Continued on page 3)

Professor Roller concludes his extensive study of the important and, in some ways, unexpected effects that travel to Italy had
on Wagner. Ruth Jacobs reports on three outstanding performances in Bayreuth this past summer: Lohengrin, Tannhauser,
and Die Meistersinger—all of which she found to be unusually moving. L.astly we have an in-depth interview with the new
San Francisco Opera General Director, Pamela Rosenberg. Her comments will be ofparticular interest to all Wagnerians.
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BAYREUTH REVISITED
Three Spectacular Productions in 2002

13 August 2002. It was my first night in
Bayreuth and my eyes were full of tears.
From the entrance to the Festspielhaus, if
I may be permitted an inter-opera pun:
like the holy spear in Pars~a1, the brass
has brought the theme to the Meisters’
entrance zui-iick.

MeLciersinger: The absolute silence of
the hall as the lights subside was amaz
ing. The orchestra seemed too soft, 1
wanted to shout: “Louder! This is Wag
ner!’ At one point the strings and brass
seemed in different places.

Act I showed Wolfgang Wagner’s
modem staging against a medieval church
projection. The dress was modified “pil
grim era,” Walther (Endrik Wottrich) in
red, Eva (Emily Magee) in blue,
Magdalene (Michelle Breedt) in black.
Walther seemed serious, Eva silly.
Magdalene’s voice was flexible and pretty.
David (Clemens Bieber) had good enun
ciation. The furniture was simple: plain
light wood stools, the marker’s booth with
plain white curtains center stage, and a
plain high backed chair for the singer.
The apprentice dances (Ivdn Markd,
choreo) seemed pretty silly to me. Pogner
(Guido Jentjens) and Kothner (Alexander
Marco-Buhrmester) are both pleasant
basses but way too young; I missed John
Del Carlo and René Pape. Andreas
Schmidt as Beckmesser was good. (Note:
there are two baritones from Berlin with
the same name; this man sang last year
with the San Francisco Symphony). The
Meistersingers were attired in cloaks, tu
nics and pantaloons in jewel colors.
Helmut Pampuch provided a bit of luxury
casting as Augustin Moser. Robert Holl
(Sachs) is a large, left-handed, bearded
man — more a blacksmith than a shoe
maker, with either an injury, slight dis
ability, or extremely awkward way of
holding his right arm which, even if po
litically incorrect, I found extremely dis
tracting. Walther’s introduction song was
sung as if it were the Preislied. There was
no laughter at “Der Sanger sitzt.” The
entire first act was without humor, except

for the amplified marker sounds.
In Act II Ntirnberg roofs were pro

jected on the background but the houses
were plain and resembled modem ones.
Magdalene and David were both strong.
Pogner’s voice was pleasant but, I felt,
underpowered. As night fell the projec
tion of roofs disappeared, and in its place
was a glass skyscraper façade. I-loll
seemed to be a sadder Sachs (sorry,..) as
he gave a mournful expressive glance at
Pogner’s house, Eva removed her vest for
her visit to Sachs, revealing décolletage.
There was absolutely nothing to explain
her sudden transformation from giddy girl
ishness to seductress: she shoved her
décolletage at Sachs’ face at “Witwer”
and “Hi was! Li alt?”, though an angry
Sachs scolded and shamed her. She threw
Beckmesser’s shoe at him in a tantrum. A
blue glow in the background heralded
Walther’s greeting Eva, with only a cape
over her dress to elope, no possessions.
They hid — in plain view of Sachs.
Beckmesser carried what appeared to me
to be a theorbo (a long-necked stringed
instrument not invented in the opera’s
time), not a lute, and engaged in some
vibrato-laden vocal antics to which Sachs
gave thumbs up, “marking” good pas

sages. Sachs banged the shoes together to
rouse the neighbors; Beckmesser ended
with “lute”, although not pride, intact.

Act Ill depicted the interior of Sachs’
house as a hospital or interrogation room:
tiny, bright white with no windows. Sachs
read, ignoring David, slammed the book
shut. An angry Sachs, The ring of a cell
phone immediately preceding “Wa/i,,,
Wahn” may have resulted in a delivery
more profoundly pessimistic than usual,
with great contrast at “Johannistag”. Sachs
wrote the Picislied right handed — but
worked on shoes left handed — was I the
only one to notice? The contrast of
Walther’s slightly punk hothead look with
the clarity of the Preislied was interest
ing. I realized the first scene, Act II, is a
series of conversations between Sachs and
the important persons in his life. The or
chestra (under Christian Thielemann) had
gradually grown stronger. Beckmesser
was a bit over the top re-living
Johannisnachi, and his shoes were patent
leather, not those seen in Act II... Sachs’
eyes bulged at noticing the missing
Preislied and Beckmesser literally backed
him into a corner at “1st das cure Hand?”
Sachs and Beckmesser do the same silly

(Continued on page 7)
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(Continuedfrom page 1)

was where he gained the ability to start
the music of the Ring: twenty years later
he would describe the event in a letter to
Arrigo Boito.6

The next four years saw no return to
Italy. Although there continued to be ma
jor complications in his personal life—
his estrangement from Minna and his in
volvement with Mathilde Wesendonck
most prominent—they were productive
years. Rheingol& and Walkiire2 were com
pleted and Siegfrie& and Tristan’0 begun,
as well as several minor compositions.”
The composer who before visiting Italy
had not set note to paper in five years was
at his creative best: more pages of music
were written between 1853 and 1858 than
in any other five years in Wagner’s life.
Whatever had happened in La Spezia, Italy
and its environment had been the catalyst
for this outburst of creativity. Indeed, he
recounted in Mein Leben that in March
1858 he had reached “the highest pos
sible point of my life.”2

But soon Wagner’s complex relation
ship with the Wesendoncks collapsed, and
he determined to leave Zurich forever,
which he did in August of l858.’~ Per
haps remembering the inspiration of five
years earlier, he resolved once more to go
to Italy, this time to Venice, where he
spent the winter. Once again Italy pro
vided a soothing and calming episode in
his life. He first stayed at the still-famous
Hotel Danieli and then found an apart
ment in the Palazzo Giustiniani, sent for
his piano, and resolved to complete
Tristan. Although poor health and depres
sion continued to affect him, he was gen
erally content and continued his work,
enjoying the sights and sounds of Venice
either by gondola or on foot. He was now
famous enough that his presence was
noted, and the military bands in the city
began playing excerpts from his works:
he noted the bizarre feeling of hearing his
own music start up while he was having
dinner in the Piazza San Marco. At night,
if he could not sleep, he would go out on
his balcony and listen to the gondoliers:
some of their cries suggested to him parts
of the shepherd’s music at the beginning
of the third act of Tristan.

Wagner’s contemporary letters and
memories of his Venetian stay are among
the most content of his middle life. By
March 1859 he had completed the second
act of Tristan and was beginning the third.
Yet problems arose. Under any circum
stances he was reluctant to spend the sum
mer in the city, still susceptible to chol
era. Venice was still under Austrian con
trol, and unknown to Wagner, his promi
nence in a territory ruled by a German-
speaking state had come to the notice of
the Saxon govemment, which still con
sidered him a fugitive, although the Aus
than authorities in Venice did not see him
as a threat, and repeatedly said as much to
the foreign ministry in Vienna. Yet the
deteriorating political situation—within a
year the Austrians would be thrown out
of most of their Italian possessions—
meant increased Saxon pressure and Aus
than nervousness, and in February 1859
Wagner was warned that it would be bet
ter if he left the city, which he did in late
March. But he retained a special love of
Venice for the rest of his life. He went to
Milan where he enthusiastically absorbed
the art—he was overwhelmed by the Last
Supper despite its terrible condition—and
went to an opera at La Scala “by a mod
em composer whose name I have forgot
ten.” He then went to Lucerne where he
was able to complete Tristan by August.’4

It is clear that by now Wagner saw
Italy as a place of refuge or escape, some
where that allowed him to put his per
sonal life in order, regain his health, and
restimulate his artistic creativity. Such it
was with each of the several trips he had
made there in the 1850’s. Although the
desired result did not always come to pass,
nonetheless Italy as refuge was always
his intent. Yet after he went back north in
the spring of 1859, he did not return to
Italy for a decade. It was a particularly
busy time for him that saw his visit to
Paris and the Tannhäuser production there,
the amnesty that allowed his return to
Germany, his summons by Ludwig II, the
premieres of Tristan and Meistersinger,
further work on the Ring, and the death of
Minna and the development of his rela
tionship with Cosima. This intensity of
lifestyle, which produced a child while
both were still married to others, was a

significant factor in Wagner’s eventual
expulsion from Bavaria and his settling at
Triebschen near Lucerne where a second
child was born. This intense lifestyle may
have been a factor in leading Wagner and
Cosima to leave for Italy in the autumn of
1868, making a brief excursion to Genoa,
which Wagner still felt was his favorite
Italian town. Practically nothing is known
about this trip, because it falls in the most
poorly documented period of Wagner’s
life, the four-and-a-half year gap between
the end of Mein Leben and the start of
Cosima’s diaries, but there seems little
doubt that Wagner, as is common, was
showing his new companion one of his
favorite places.’5

Again Wagner stayed away from Italy
for several years, completing the Ring,
starting Bayreuth, and overseeing the first
Ring production in August of 1876. The
first festival was an artistic success but a
financial disaster, and impacted on
Wagner’s perennially poor health. He was
now 63 years of age and already showing
the physical weakening that would prove
fatal in less than seven years. Obviously it
was time for another rejuvenative trip to
Italy. But now he had an entire family to
tend for: Cosima, now his wife, and ihree
children ranging in age from seven to 11.
The entourage left Bayreuth on the 14th
of September, two weeks after the last
performance of Gotterdarnrnerung, and
headed south via Munich and the Brenner
Pass to Verona, where they saw a perfor
mance of Rossini’ s Otello. Wagner’ spoor
health prevented any further sightseeing
on his part but Cosima and the children
were able to see the Masaccio in the local
museum as well as other artistic and as
chitectural monuments. On the 19th of
September they moved to Venice. Wag
ner was still unwell but after a few days
began to improve and he was able to ac
company Cosima on her art historical ex
cursions. When they went to Bologna and
then to Naples his health seemed as good
as it would ever

They had decided that they would
make Sorrento their headquarters. Then
as now Sorrento was the most enchanting
and pleasant town on the Bay of Naples.
Since Roman times it had been an elegant

(Continued on page 4)
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resort, and even today it continues the
best qualities of Italy: a lively culture, a
superb location and climate, and excel
lent food. Cosima called it “a curious
dream.” Here they were to stay for sev
eral weeks in a cottage attached to the
Hotel Vittoria, still the best place in town.’7

Although Wagner continued to brood
about the future of the Bayreuth festival,
and had occasional bouts of illness, the
Italian light, sun, food, and ambiance were
doing their work. After two weeks in
Sorrento he began to think about compos
ing again. Although he had been working
off and on with the text of Parsifal for
nearly a decade, he had only written three
minor works since the last notes of Got
terdammerung had been penned nearly
two years previously. Of these the best
known is the American Centennial
March,” completed the previous spring
and whose large commission paid for the
Sorrento trip. For the last six months he
had not written anything, but in Sorrento
he conceived of a great tragic symphony
in memory of the recent Franco-Prussian
War, and using certain ideas connected
with the tale of Romeo and Juliet that
remain obscure today. This was perhaps a
result of his recent Verona visit but may
go back to the 1833 Bellini performance
of Wilhemine Schroder-Devrient that he
was still talking about. As Cosima de
scribed the project, Wagner

saw the coffins being brought into
a hall, more and more of them, so
that individual grief was gradually
submerged in general suffering,’9

Nothing more came of the tragic sym
phony, but it does not take too much in
sight to realize that here is the genesis of
the opening of the final scene of Parsifal,
with the coffin of Titurel, Amfortas on a
litter, and the choruses of knights increas
ing their lamentation.

After several pleasant weeks in
Sorrento the family headed to Rome,
where they stayed nearly a month, until
early December.2° Wagner was in good
health and made the rounds of the ancient

of prominent German archaeologists. But
he was beginning to become distracted
about the upcoming 1877 Bayreuth Festi
val—which, in fact, never took place—
and showed increasing anxiety to return
to Germany. In early December they went
to Florence for their last extended stop in
Italy. A brief excursion to Bologna was to
see a fine performance of Rienzi, and there
were trips to Pisa and the great Etruscan
site of Fiesole. Then it was time to return
north, and on the evening of the 18th of
December the Wagners were back in
Munich?’ Once again, Italy had proven
the stimulus for a new opera, and he be
gan to set the music of Pars~fal within the
year.22

Wagner devoted the next two and one
half years to stillborn festival plans, per
formances elsewhere, and working on
Pars~fal. But by the summer of 1879 his
health was precarious. The 66-year-old
composer had stopped work on Parsifal
in April: although it had been sketched
out, he could not complete the full or
chestral score. Paradoxically, although
happiest when composing, it affected his
health the most. The winter and spring of
1878-1879 had been particularly disagree
able in Bavaria, and obviously things had
reached the point that his actual survival
depended on going elsewhere.23 He made
a futile attempt to start the full score of
Parsifal in August, but again set it aside,
this time for over a year. Because of vari
ous concerns, he did not leave Bayreuth
until December, and by that time he was
so exhausted that the family hired an ex
pensive private railway car to take them
directly from Munich to Naples in 36 hours
without changing.24 Wagner was so ill
that he took no interest in the scenery en
route and was bedridden for the first two
weeks in Naples. He was to spend almost
a year in Italy, and although his health
was too far gone to effect any major im
provement, gradually his state of mind
and spirits returned.

Most of the year was spent in Naples
where a steady parade of artistic luminar
ies came to visit.Th As he began to feel
better, Wagner began to explore the Naples
region, rich with its ruins and art of every
period. Pars~fal was never far from his

to work on it, bt’t questions of staging and
production were constantly considered. He
also began to look beyond Parsifal to his
next opera, Die Sieger, whose outline he
had drafted in Zurich in 1856, based on
the last journey of the Buddha, perhaps
feeling that he was on his last journey
himself.26 Some of its ideas and its few
musical fragments had drifted into
Siegfried and Pars~fal, but he still toyed
with the topic. He continued to talk about
Schroder-Devrient and Bellini27 and con
tinued to praise Rossini.2” He had the in
teresting dream that he and Meyerbeer
met in a theater and that the audience
applauded at their reconciliation.29 He also
contemplated revising the Flying Dutch
man and making cuts in the second act of
Tristan.30 These musings are interesting
as demonstrations of the elderly and ter
minally ill composer thinking over his
career and art, and still attempting to im
prove what he had written and to move on
to new things.

By April 1880 his health had improved
to the point that he was taking lengthy
excursions into the countryside. In late
May the Wagners went to Amalfi for a
few days.3’ From Amalfi they drove to
nearby Ravello and visited the Villa
Rufolo. This had had its origins in the
eleventh century as an Arab fortress dur
ing the Saracen control of Sicily, and had
been rebuilt by the Normans when they
arrived shortly thereafter. Over the years
it had evolved into a picturesque combi
nation of ruins and villa within a luxuriant
tropical garden. Wagner was entranced:
in the guest book he wrote “Klingsor’s
magic garden is found!” He commissioned
the artist Paul Joukowsky to make
sketches. Joukowsky was a Russian-Ger
man painter who had a studio in Naples
and had become a member of the Wagner
entourage.32 Joukowsky was to take charge
of the scenic details for Parsifal. A few
months later, when the Wagners were in
Siena, a visit to the cathedral yielded the
inspiration for the Temple of the Grail,
and Joukowsky again made the sketches
and developed the set designs.33

Wagner was still not composing, al
though his life was becoming more ac
tive, attending to production details of
Pars~fal, writing articles, and caring forand modem city, meeting with a number mind; although he continued to be unable
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his voluminous correspondence, as well
as going for walks and drives, reading,
and entertaining the steady stream of visi
tors. But the inspiration to set down the
full score of Parsifal eluded him: the op
era was probably complete in his head,
and the drudgery of copying out the score
was not of great interest.

This rather idyllic life continued all
summer. But late in July Wagner’s health
began to fail again, with heat rash turning
into an attack of erysipelas.34 It was de
cided to leave the Bay of Naples region
and to go north to Tuscany. They settled
in Perugia for a while where Wagner ex
perienced a humbling moment: he found
that he was well-known and well-received,
but not because of anything he had done.35
Perugia was the home of the Italian com
poser Francesco Morlacchi, obscure to
day, but who in 1811 had been appointed
Kapellmeister for life of the Italian opera
in Dresden and whose death in 1841 had
resulted in Wagner’s appointment as his
successor.

In Perugia Wagner considered settling
in Italy permanently, knowing that it would
be comfortable and safe, but so idyllic
and relaxing that he would never do any
work. He desperately wanted to complete
Parsifal, but said that then he would give
up opera forever and turn to symphonies,
perhaps having in mind the kind of oper
atic symphony that would be perfected by
Mahler.36

It was after Perugia that Wagner vis
ited Siena. On a visit to the cathedral he
was moved to tears and said “howl should
love to hear the prelude to Parsifal be
neath this dome,” sentiments that led to
Joukowsky’s sketches and its use as the
basis for the setting of the opera. Yet the
late summer weather was particularly dis
agreeable that year—their rooms were in
fested with mosquitoes and the rains be
gan early—and Wagner’s health began to
suffer even more, and there were thoughts
of moving to Venice.37 But artistic inspi
ration was beginning: by September he
was making notes for the orchestration of
Parsifal.38 By October they were in Flo
rence, and then Venice, where Wagner
was more content. Venice always meant
opera, and a performance of Paesiello’ s
Barber ofSeville was enjoyed by all, even

sour Cosima.39 But Wagner was still wor
ried about when and where Parsifal would
be performed, and how he could manage
to finish it. The weather became gloomy
and rainy, and at the end of October the
decision was made to return to Germany.4°
They spent time in Munich, where pro
duction details of Parsifal were finalized
at last and the opera was scheduled for
1882, and then on the 17th of November
they returned to Bayreuth, and five days
later Wagner was scoring the opera. Again
Italy had had its magical effect.

Intellectually and emotionally Wag
ner was rejuvenated, although his health
would never recover. He made the deci
sion to spend six months of each year
thereafter in Italy, preferably Venice, with
the summers in Bayreuth. He well real
ized that this was the only way he would
ever see a production of Parsifal, much
less do anything else professionally. This
decision helped him to find the energy for
the scoring, and he completed the first act
in April 1881. He then stopped to attend
two Rings in Berlin, but began the second
act of Parsifal in June.4’ But once again
his health began to deteriorate—he wrote
that scarcely a day in the last five years
had he felt well—and he blamed the
Bayreuth climate. He began to fantasize
about the Mediterranean, encouraged by
his doctors, and finally settled on Sicily,
perhaps stimulated by his intensive con
temporary reading about the Norman con
quest of southem Italy and the memory
that Das Liebesverbot had been set there.42

He finally finished the second act of
Parsifal on the 19th of October, and then
it was time to pack up and depart, leaving
on the first of November, and making a
leisurely progression south. In Pesaro he
was welcomed officially at the statue of
the city’s most famous son, Rossini, an
event that gave him much pleasure, and
his mood began to improve and the old
Italian enthusiasm returned.43 A romantic
overnight steamer trip from Naples to
Palermo in a boat full of “animals, con
victs, and other Italians” was nonetheless
exhilerating. By the 5th of November the
family was situated in Palerrno at the Hotel
des Palmes, and that very day he began
scoring the last act of Parsifal, which he
completed on the 13th January 1882.

Cosima was not impressed with
Palermo, because of its lack of culture.M
Yet at this stage in his life it made little
difference to Wagner. All he wanted was
a place to complete Parsifal, whose re
hearsals were to begin in a few months.
The time in Palermo was the last pleasant
period of Wagner’s life. He followed the
usual pattern of walks, excursions, read
ing, and engaging with callers. One of the
more interesting ones was the painter
Auguste Renoir, for whom Wagner sat.
Cosima—whose conservative taste in the
visual arts is apparent throughout her dia
ries—found the drawing “curious” but
Wagner was intrigued, saying that it made
him look like the “embryo of an angel.”
Renoir later complained that after sitting
for 35 minutes Wagner would not remain
still and the two started arguing about the
visual arts.~

In February the Wagners moved from
the expensive hotel to an empty villa on
the Piazza Porazzi. Here he wrote his last
surviving composition, the so-called
Melodic der Porazzi. Although its history
and development are obscure today, it
seems to have been an extension of eight
measures of unused music from the sec
ond act of Tristan that he eventually pre
sented to Cosima. The diaries indicate
that Wagner continued to improvise and
work out brief musical constructions, but
the Porazzi melody is the latest composi
tion that exists.~

In April the Wagners headed their lei
surely way north, including a stopover in
Venice. Wagner was having increasing
numbers of what Cosima called “chest
spasms,” which within the year would
lead to his fatal heart attack.47 He knew
that a place of refuge after the upcoming
Parsifal premiere was a survival neces
sity, and while in Venice he engaged for
the following autumn a floor of the Palazzo
Vendramin-Calergi, an imposing early
Renaissance masterpiece on the Grand
Canal.48

Wagner spent the last summer of his
life overseeing the Parsifal premiere,
which took place on the 26th of July. The
16 performances ran to the 29th of Au
gust, Wagner conducting part of the last
one. Within two weeks the family was

(Continued on page 6)
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back in Venice in the palazzo. Here he
was to spend his last five months. He
seems to have realized that further major
composition was not likely. Although he
was reading the teachings of the Buddha
when they arrived in Venice, there was
no more talk of Die Sieger.49 Neverthe
less his mind was still totally active, with
his major effort directed toward planning
future Bayreuth ièstivals. The intellectual
life of Wagner’s circle continued, greatly
stimulated by the frequent presence of
Liszt: he and Wagner would argue at
length about music. Discussions of con
temporary literature continued and music
was played in the evening by Liszt and
others, and occasionally Wagner himself.
He continued to write articles and corre
spond, and took walks around the city.
But as autumn turned into winter, he
steadily weakened: his usual enthusiastic
and irrepressible personality would inevi
tably, after a few moments of energy,
give way to heart spasms.

In December, Wagner summoned his
last efforts to create a Christmas and birth
day present for Cosima, a performance of
his Symphony in C minor that he had
written in 1832 but which had been lost
until recently.5° So precarious was his
health that he had a heart attack alter the
first movement of the final rehearsal on
the 22nd of December, but recovered and
was able to complete the session. On the
24th of December he managed to conduct
the official performance at Teatro La
Fenice, which was followed by a piano
recital by Liszt.

It was his last public appearance at a
musical event. In January 1883 he went
to the theater for the last time. Now every
exertion brought on a heart spasm. In his
last days he seems to have returned to his
idea of operatic symphonies: Cosima and
the others could hear him in his room
playing unknown music at the piano. Now
he rode, rather than walked, to the Piazza
San Marco, and often would just sit there,
engaging little in his surroundings. On
the 12th of February he played a new
scherzo, part of his symphony project,
and then the mournful lament of the
Rhinemaidens from the end of Rheingold.

It was the last time that anyone saw him
alive: the following aftemoon he was dead
at69.

It remained for Giuseppe Verdi to
make the definitive Italian statement re
garding Wagner. The two men had never
met and never corresponded, but had eyed
each other grudgingly and uneasily for a
third of a century. They were familiar
with each other’s works: Verdi had at
tended Lohengrin in Bologna in 1871~’
and Wagner the Requiem in Vienna in
1875.52 When Verdi heard of Wagner’s
death he wrote within a day to his pub
lisher Ricordi:

Sad! Sad! Sad! Wagner is dead.
When I read the newspaper yester
day I was really horrified. Let us
not discuss it. It is a great indi
vidual who has disappeared. A
name that leaves the most powerful
imprint on the history of art.53

—Duane W. Roller

NOTES

I. Richard Wagner, My L~Ie (Authorized
translation from the German, London 1911)
pp. 582—589. Hereinafter ML.
2. Ernest Newman, L~fe of Richard Wag
ner (4 vols, New York 1933—1946) 2.323.
Herinafter Newman.
3. Newman Il, pp. 363-380.
4. Ml. 600-601.
5. ML, 602-604.
6. Newman II, p. 390.
7. It was completed in September 1854:
see WWV #86a. The numeration is according
to that in Wagner-Werk-Vet-zeichnis (edited
John Deathridge, Martin Geck, and Egon Voss,
Mainz 1986.
8. Completed in March 1856: WWI4 #8Gb.
9. Started in September 1856: ~~/WV, #86c.
10. Started in December 1856: WV/V. #90.
11. These are WWV, #84, 85, 87—89, 91,
92.
12, ML, 679.
13. ML. 689—704.
14. ML, 704—707.
15. Newman IV, p. 161.
16. Cosima Liszt Wagner, Die Tagebucher

(edited and annotated by Martin Gregor-Dellin
and Dietrich Mack, Munich 1976—1977), 14—
28 September 1876. Hereinafter CWD. These
diaries provide a day-by-day chronicle of
Wagner’s movements during the last years of
his life; where dates are not footnoted in the
following text, reference may be made to the
relevant date in the diaries.
17. CWD, 5 October 1876, 7 November
1876,
18. WWV,#lI0.
19. CWD, 26 October 1876.
20. CWD, 7 November 1876,4 December
1876.
21. CWD, 4. 18 December 1876,
22. The dates of scoring are outlined by
Newman IV, pp. 613—614.
23. Newman IV, p.622.
24, CWD, 29—31 December 1879.
25, Newman IV, p. 625,
26. V/WV, #89; CWD, 27 February 1880.
27. CWD, 22 March 1880.
28. e, g. CIVD. 21 January 1880.
29. CWD, 3 April 1880,7 May 1880.
30. CWD, 9 April 1880
31. CWD, 25 May 1880.
32. Newman IV, pp. 623—625.
33. CWD, 21 August 1880; Newman 4.628.
34. CWD, 28 Jt’ly 1880.
35. CWD, 13 August 1880,
36. CWD, 14 August 1880.
37. CWD, 29,30 August 1880.
38. CWD, 24 September 1880.
39. CWD, 13 October 1880.
40. CWD, 30 October 1880.
4!. CWD, 1—29 May 1881.
42. CWD, 6 August 1881.
43. CWD, 3—5 November 1881.
44. CWD, 5 November 1881.
45. CWD, 12 January 1882; Newman IV,
pp. 667—668.
46. V/WV #107; ci CWD, 2, 27 March
1882.
47. e.g. CWD, 2 September 1882.
48. CWD, 29 April 1882.
49. CWD, 19—20 September 1882.
50. WWI4 #29.
SI. Mary Jane Phillips-Matz, Verdi: A Bi
ography (Oxford 1993) p. 586.
52. CWD, 2 November 1875.
53. Phillips-Matz (supra note SI) p. 669.
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apprentice dance, but with them it’s cute.
An apparently embanassed Eva was not
in pure white, but a heavily embellished
gown with pink and blue and and metallic
thread, also décolleté, with metallic shoes.
Walther was in a long gold coat with
open white shirt and gold vest. As they
stared at each other Sachs became a mad
man, slamming the stool and pounding
the work table. Never so clearly have I
noticed the Tristan quote before.

The last scene was set in the
Festspielhaus gardens as projected behind
a bare green stage with the chorus in tra
ditional costumes. The silly apprentice
dances were getting old and the Landler
(an Austro-German folk dance) seemed
out of place. The march of the

Meistersingers brought me to tears again
and I never thought I would say that.
There was great choral precision. In the
Preislied Walther had an almost baritonal
quality; I do not know if it is actually in a
lower key than in Act II. Pogner removed
Sachs’ medal to present it to Walther. The
final tableau was spectacular. This was
“heilige deutsche Kunst”

On 14 August2002, Stephan Mickisch,
who spoke to and played piano transcrip
tions of Wagner’s music for WSNC, gave
a lecture-performance of Wagner’s Day
Liebesverbot in Bayreuth. The presenta
tion consisted of musical examples from
other composers, later Wagner works and
portions of the opera, punctuated by some
times hysterically funny commentary. My
German unfortunately does not permit full

(Continued on page 8)

Kwangchul Youn as the Landgraf in
Tannhäuser shows the influence of
Star Trek on the costumes.

Four tiers ofsoldiers tower above the principals in a stunning Act!! tableau in the current Bayreuth production ofLohengrin. Both
photos by Jochen Quest, © Bayreuther Festspiele GmbH.
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explanation but for example: “L’Elisir de
Wagner.”

On 15 August 2002, Lohengrin. (Pro
duction: Keith Warner; Conductor: Sir An
drew Davis) Vorspiel: a dark video of a
fiery cube revolving; then came a fog.
Lohengrin entered, a silver swan arose
from a pond (of real water). Lohengrin
cast off his own wings and the swan sank
into the pond. Black-cloaked Brabantians
entered, King 1-leinrich (Stephen West)
and warriors descended on a platform.
Swords are planted on either side of
Telramund (Jean-Philippe Lafont) who
filled the stage with arrogance, visibly
and vocally. Ortrud (Linda Watson) wore
purple with a bright red mantle. Roman
Trekel was a young Heeimfer. Elsa (Petra
Maria Schnitzer) in black velvet, fell onto
Ortrud’s cast-off mantle. She has a beau
tiful light clear voice. At her dream, a
wing-shield rose in the downstage pond,
at which Telramund looked with disdain.
Ortrud’s hand was on Telramund’s shoul
der always; he threw Elsa to the ground
as he accused her. King Heinrich and the
soldiers rose at “ifin Schwan?”2 Elsa knelt
stage front facing the audience as a white
light opened at the back of the stage and
Lohengrin entered (sans swan). She did
not turn to see him. Ortrud and Telramund
watched intently. Robert Dean Smith sang
well as Lohengrin but is not charismatic.
Upstage or down, Ortrud and Telramund
easily upstaged Elsa and Lohengrin. White
banners concealed the duel between Lo
hengrin and Telramund, who fell heavily
and staggered wounded to a chair at right.
Elsa’s voice soared above all as she sank
into the pond with arms outstretched to
Lohengrin.

During the Vorspiel to Act II, Lohen
grin roughly cut Telramund’s hair (to
shame him). Ortrud lay on a couch on the
red mantle. Now coatless, Telramund
crawled to her. Elsa and Lohengrin, sepa
rated by a wall, sat on a platfonn above
them. Telramund fell in despair. Ortrud
tried to seduce him: she lay back and he
crawled between her legs, his hand on her
knee, he climbed on top of her and then
she threw him off! They swore vengeance
on his sword. Elsa dressed in white; as

Lohengrin disappeared she pushed the
wall away and descended to Ortrud’s
realm. The front of the stage was covered
with weapons. Elsa caressed Ortrud,
whose red hair was an evil sign.
Telramund fell as stagehands removed the
furniture. The Brabantians retrieved their
swords; Telramund isolated at right down
stage. King Heinrich’s platform de
scended, with four rows of soldiers with
shields. Center stage the Heeruufer spoke;
the throne was empty (see photo). Elsa
was sleeping on a platform surrounded by
white cloth; she awakened as women lifted
the cloth. Ortrud now clad in Telramund’s
coat joined her. Coatless, open-shirted,
shorn Telrarnund rose to challenge Elsa.
Ortrud took his sword and they embraced.
A panel slid down as King Heinrich led
Elsa and Lohengrin to a sword which she
kissed. Telramund regained his coat and
sword from Ortrud — but not his power:
from below the platform he could not
reach Lohengrin or Elsa.

During the Act III Vat-spiel: Telra
mund, without weapon,joined hands with
Ortrud. A platform rose with Elsa and
Lohengrin in gold and red. Women in
white wrapped swords in white.
Telramund and Ortrud observed Lohen
grin and Elsa’s open room; the platform
rotated as they sing; when she asked his
name it stopped. She shed the gold robe,
descended to where the pond was and
grabbed a sword. Telramund rushed on;
when Lohengrin killed him the platform
upended and spilled real water into the
pond as bright lights reflected off it, then
it darkened and rose. Lohengrin walked
off as Elsa collapsed, then she collected
the white wrapped swords as if they were
a bouquet. Men with shields entered, King
Heinrich in their midst. Elsa dropped the
swords. Ortmd bent over Telramund’ s
covered body. Lohengrin returned in his
original black armor. The chorus women
gradually curled in sleep. “Mein lieber
Schwan!” sung to an empty pool. A child
entered bearing a dead swan, set it down
stage by Elsa. Ortrud grasped her hand —

now they are both ohne Mann. Lohengrin
gave the child a sword, the Heerufer
wrapped him in King Heinrich’s red
mantle as Lohengrin disappeared into
the pond.

On 16 August2002, Tannhauser. (Pro
duction: Philippe Arlaud, Conductor:
Christian Thielemann). My seat in the
gallery offered a different perspective.
Your author managed to twist her ankle
walking downhill from the Festspielhaus
after interviewing Telramund the previ
ous day and had to climb three flights of
stairs. The sound of the orchestra up there
was softer but I could discern more de
tails. Three slow motion dancers, like
Rhinemaidens, danced in the Venusberg;
Venus was in a red Bayreuth opening-
night gown reclined against what appeared
to be the torso of Michaelangelo’s David.
The Venusberg was a red square with
endless black squares in the back at dif
ferent angles. Sheet music covered the
floor. The meadow scene was in the round,
Le. the meadow surrounded the stage ver
tically and horizontally, red flowers
sprouted from it, with sky in the middle in
the back. The first Pilgrims Chorus mem
bers were in long red tunics and tight hats
with spears and they descended into a
hidden tunnel. Couples caine in from the
hunt with dead swans and a deer. Tan
nhtiuser (Glenn Winslade) sounded
strained. The Landgraf (Kwangchul Youn)
was costumed in gold and was in good
voice. Wolfram (Roman Trekel) sounded
pinched to me.

Act II: Circular metallic walls with a
blue column piercing the middle of the
stage form the hall of song. Tannhuuser
sat with his back to Elizabeth (and the
audience). The Landgraf was now cos
tumed in blue and gold satin. I really like
Youn’s voice, a graceful bass. The hall
guests wore very stylized evening clothes
in red, white, black and metallic, metal
breastplates, one shoulder metal, etc., a
sort of Star Trek meets Vegas at opening
night SF0. Women brought huge bou
quets. There were three levels of chorus.
The walls glowed. Elizabeth (Riccarda
Merbeth) wore gold. Biterolf (John
Wegner, also outstanding) added his sword
to the bouquets to Elizabeth. I did not care
for Roman Trekel’s Wolfram (though he
got the biggest hand); Jorma Hynninen he
is not. Roses from Act I showered on
Walther von Vogelreide (Clemens
Bieber). Biterolf reclaimed his sword and

(Continued on page 12)
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The spectacularfinale of Die Meistersinger (Act III, Scene 5) appeared to be set in the gardens of the Festspielhaus. Photo by Arve
Dinda, ~ Bayreuther Festspiele.
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PAMELA ROSENBERG DISCUSSES RICHARD WAGNER
An Interview with Ruth C. Jacobs

Ruth Jacobs: I do not want to repeat
what you have been asked by otherpeople;
I know you have already mentioned that
due to the complexity ofsome of the pro
ductions that are being done, most nota
bly the Messiaen, that you did not feel
that there was adequate rehearsal time
and spacefor Wagner. So! wanted to ask
you some more general and theoretical
questions, and thefirst would be how you
feel about Wagner as a composer?

Pamela Rosenberg: Well he is one of
my three or four favorite composers, and
I have been involved in many Wagner
productions throughout my career. In the
last 20 years I have produced two new
Rings, as well as many other Wagner
pieces: I’m a Wagner nut. I wasjust down
on Saturday in San Diego for The Flying
Dutchman premiere. And I have so much
respect for him as a composer that I do
not think these are works you toss on
stage. Since I have actually produced two
complete Rings I know what I am talking
about: (laughing) the complexity of do
ing it. And the next time we do a Ring
here, for instance, it will be a new Ring; I
do not anticipate using the old sets and
then doing a half-new production in the
old sets. Internationally, Ijust do not think
it does service to him. And intemation
ally, we aspire to present Wagner at the
highest level and there are just too many
comparisons out there with productions
that have had real impact in the past, and
that have had a high caliber, and so I am
not willing to just toss Wagner on the
stage. I love him.

(laughing) I’m glad to hear that.

PR: My husband and I met in
Bayreuth at Haus Wahnfried at a private
concert, so it is very much a part of our
family personal history: Bayreuth.

if: I am going this summer after II
years, and lookingforward to seeing Haus
Wahnfried again. You actually already

answered one of my other questions and
that was about a new Ring, and you said
that you would do a new production. And
I am going to use that to lead into another
question: given the strong feelings both
ways here with the San Francisco audi
ence about traditional vs. modern pro
ductions, how do you propose to strike a
balance? Would you do an entirely mod
em production, or would you do a tradi
tional production, or something that would
incorporate ele,nents of both?

PR: I would not do a traditional pro
duction. I have been involved in two of
the majorRing endeavors of the last twenty
years: one was the Ruth Berghaus in
Frankfurt in the ‘80s and the other was
the experiment that we did in Stuttgart,
which the FrankfurterAllgemeine Zeitung,
because it came out in 2000, for the Wag
ner Jubilee, they said that the new
Bayreuth Ring was not the Ring for the
Wagner Jubilee, it was the one in Stuttgart.
I am not, several years later, then not
going to try to do something that I think is
artistically stimulating and exploratory in
its nature. Why, after doing two Rings
that have been received the way these two
were, would I then do something that is
halfway between, half baked? We are a
leading company, and under intemational
scrutiny, and I think we have to be aware
of that. I also think that we have to reflect
that perception evolves, and when I pre
sumably would start the Ring, I am not
doing it within the next five years; if I
stay here after 2006 then we will start a
Ring. A lot of water has gone under th~
bridge in the opera world in the mean
time. I have no idea at this point who
would be doing the Ring here, something
Donald [Runnicles] and I would be talk
ing about maybe starting a year or so
from now, if it looks as if we are going to
continue after 2006, and then we would
start thinking about the piece again, who
would be really interesting and appropri
ate to approach.

rj: My third question for you, and
you may have answered this, is how you
plan to introduce Wagner back into the
repertoire, would it be with the Ring?

PR: Oh no, no, we are doing The
Dutchman, we are co-producers of Vie
Dutchman that they just did in Chicago,
that is in the autumn of 2004. And then
the 2005—6 season we are doing a new
Lohengrin. And so, every second year
until we start the Ring there will be a new
one. So if we do that in 2006, and then,
the following season after Lohengrin, then
we would start the Ring. At this point, I
see absolutely no way, with the kind of
time strictures we have on the stage here,
I see absolutely no way of bringing it out
in one big fell swoop. We would really
have to look at it carefully, whether we do
Rheingold in the fall, maybe one or two
of them in the fall, or one in the fall, one
in the summer, one in the following fall,
and then the following summer do cycles.
That is the way usually is produced in
repertory houses and that is the way I
have always done it. We did it that way
both in Frankfurt and in Stuttgart: we
brought out Rheingold in the autumn, then
we brought out Walkure in the spring; we
played performances of both, and then we
did Siegfried in the autumn, and then Got
terdämmnerung in March, and then did
three cycles before June. So you keep the
others on a roll with performances, and
doing revivals of them so they are all
fresh. That is the most artistic, the most
conscientious way to do it, and most places
do that.

It is only in Bayreuth, because of the
Festival character, and even in Bayreuth
there has never been a Ring that has been
brought out that they then did not change
in certain ways the following summer,
and fine tune it. The Chereau Ring they
changed two entire scenes of it, and they
tweaked others and indeed now with the
Ring this last summer, they have a whole
slew of rehearsals and changed a lot of it
because to turn it out like that, there are
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always going to be some weak scenes in
it, or some weak links in it, so it is usually
the second or third summer that a Ring is
being shown in Bayreuth that they finally
have gotten it to where they say “this is
what it is supposed to be.”

if: One final question: one of the
things that I am personally most excited
about your being here is the fact that you
are doing some operas that we have not
seen before, such as the Messiaen. And
one of my favorite operas that San Fran
cisco has not seen is Rienzi. Any chance?

PR: Yes, down the road, definitely.
Right now as we speak almost, a Rienzi
concert version is being prepared for three
performances in Stuttgart this summer,
which I planned. We could not fit it into
the scenic scheme; we are doing Nonna
right now. But, yes, I think Rienzi is a
piece that has been rediscovered so to
speak. For years and years it was consid
ered to be just not really stageable. Some
wonderful bits in it, and it has been redis
covered, and is finding its way back into
the repertoire now. Absolutely.

rj: And well deservedly I think. The
petforinances I was fortunate enough to
see were quite exciting. controversial, but
exciting.

PR: The thing I do want to say is that
I was floored when the nimor started go
ing around about me that I don’t like Wag
ner! And I just thought this is, this seems
to be a little bit San Francisco that people
pick up on something, I don’t know what,
and then go wild with rumors. And I found
it ironic because of all the Wagner that I
have put on in my career! (laughing) Jjust
thought ooh! But what I see differently
from my immediate predecessor possibly
is that I just think the amount of staging
time that needs to be taken for things is
longer than we have the time for. Our
time on stage here is very compromised.
To spit out, basically, eight productions
between the gth of September and the last
premiere in mid-November is just stag
gering, and so it means that the time on
stage is just like puzzle work partially, I
mean just getting the rehearsals sched

uled. I think that these [Wagner’s] works
just need more time on stage, more work
ing time for the directors with the singers
onstage, they need another orchestra stage
rehearsal than they have gotten in the past,
need more lighting time. Up until now,
most of the lighting has been done in
August, even if there is a new production
in November. And most directors and de
signers are not willing to work that way.
And so if I am tackling, then, a couple of
pieces that are difficult, the length of an
opera becomes an issue. So if I am put
ting on, well it does not even have to be as
extreme as the Messiaen, Berlioz’ The
Damnation of Faust, if those are being
tackled then, in the immediate area to
them time wise, there just is not the room
to do something else as thoroughly.

And there are some pieces that I think

are fascinating and need to be seen here.
The Busoni Doktor Faust is one of those,
Berlioz’ The Trojans. So obviously if you
are going to be doing The Trojans, which
is also an expensive project, then, let’s not
kid ourselves, every Wagner, except
maybe for The Dutchman, but even that,
is much more expensive than a normal
length opera to put on. So as soon as you
make certain choices like that: we are do
ing The Trojans and the year we are doing
The Trojans I will be able to put The
Dutchman on—we are doing that in the
autumn. There are things that you weigh
up, so the fact that I am choosing to show
certain things, I am giving them priority,
pieces that have not been shown—does
not mean that I don’t like Wagner. It just
means that you have to make money deci
sions: if I have so much, what does it go

San Francisco Opera General Director Pamela Rosenberg in a comparatively
rare moment of relaxation in one of the boxes at the War Memorial Opera House,
San Francisco. Photo courtesy San Francisco Opera by Terrence McCarthy.
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for in that season? Several people were
upset because Die Frau Ohne Schatten
had been planned, and that is when I am
doing the Messiaen. Now Die Frau Ohne
Schatten is always so extremely expen
sive to put on that is your big expensive
one for the season. And I really think it is
important to finally give North America a
first hearing of the Messiaen, then that is
where the money has to go that season.

I have not stopped being startled since
getting here at how people read ideologi
cal things into decisions that are many-
layered decisions, or it could be for some
completely different reason that I am not
doing Wagner that season—and it is not
because I hate Wagner! As I have said,
there will be Verdi in every season; I find
Wagner to be as much of a staple as Verdi,
but: Verdi is shorter—except for The
Dutchman. And to get singers: most of
the top Wagnerian singers, it is very ex
pensive to cast, and if you need longer
rehearsal periods for it, because it is longer;
there are all these factors. And if it is
longer, then the rehearsal time on stage
becomes also a factor. If you want to do a
really subtle, refined production of some
thing, that means you need time on the
stage—with the lighting, you need time
on the stage for the singers to get used to
that stage and not just toss them on and do
sort of “instant opera”. And if it is a long
piece, you need longer time on the stage.
So there are all of these different factors:
if you choose the Messiaen that season,
then you are not going to have a Wagner.
And I am starting to learn that it really
does not matter what I say because people
immediately do their own reading. Well,
if they want to think I hate Wagner, then

there is nothing I can do about it. But I
don’t.

rj: I’m most glad to hear that, and I think
on that note 1 will end this. I am hoping
that some of my fellow Wagnerians will
come to love Messiaen as much as you
and I both do.

San Francisco Opera House
May 13, 2002

BAYREUTH
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elegantly challenged Tannhiiuser at his
first questionable words. Winslade
sounded very strained; he assumed the
fetal position to receive the Landgraf’s
stern warning.

Act III was the same set as Act I Scene
2, but the grass was brown and the flow
ers dead. Elizabeth in black slept at a
single grave. Pilgrims entered in autumn
colors, long simple robes (in contrast to
Act I) and their own hair, real people,
with clear sound. After her lament Elsa
lifted Tannhiiuser’s helmet off the grave
and presented it to Wolfram. All had be
come green again but night has come (the
blue hole is dark). Wolfram’s
“Abendstern” is good. Tannhäuser in bet
ter voice in Act HI also (it must have been
that trip to Rome). He was in the same
clothes: black with blue accents, long
cloak. “Venusberg. . . verdammt”3 brought
a red light; she and the three dancers en
tered through the sky. At “Elizabeth!” all
became bright green again. A white-clad
chorus brought in the staff to Elizabeth’s
white flower shrouded bier. This was spec-

1

tacular. It was my last night in Bayreuth
and again I was in tears. Like Parsifal’s
holy spear, the pilgrims have brought the
holy staff zuruck.

NOTES

—Ruth C. Jacobs

I. Quotations from Die MeLvtersinger
from the Metropolitan Opera Libretto Series,
©1992 Metropolitan Opera Guild.
2. Quotations from Lohengrin from Uni
versal-Bibliothek Nr. 5637 ©l989 Philipp
Reclanijun. GrnbH & Co.
3. Quotations from 7’annhauser from
Universal-Bibliotliek No.5636, ©2002 Philipp
Reclam Jun. GmbH & Co.
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CORRECTIONS

In the Summer 2002 issue we re
gret that several typographic errors
crept into the printed text. First, and
perhaps most importantly, we mis
spelled Dame Gwyneth Jones’
name—our apologies to her. We
very much hope that she will un
derstand. Next, in the article con
cerning San Diego Opera’s recent
Wagner productions, Ortrud’ s name
was consistently mis-spelled (how
your editor and the three other per
sons who proof-read missed that is
something of a mystery). And in
the chart showing the three Tristan
recordings of Wilhelm Furtwängler,
Paul Schoffler’s name was mis
spelled. We are sorry and promise
to re-double our efforts!

The Wagner Society of Northern California
P.O. Box 590990
San Francisco, California 94159-0990
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HANS SACHS

Wagner’s Thinking Man and the Enthodinient of the German Spirit

In reading through Gervinus’ H/stan’ oJ
Gennan Literature. Wagner came across
the story of the mastersi ngers of sixteenth—
century NUrnberg and their ever-popular
shoemaker-poet Hans Sachs (1494—1576).
Nurnberg earned a worldwide reputation
as one of the most livable cities in Eu
rope—a free, securely walled town where
the culture and artistry of the Renaissance
combined with the Protestant qualities of
skill, industry, and honesty brought about
by the Reformation. During his lifetime.
Sachs wrote over four thousand master
songs, two thousand fables, and several
morality plays. His best-known poem.
“The Nightingale at Wittenberg” champi
oned Martin Luther’s cause and helped
advance Protestantism, Wagner quotes
from it in Meistersinger, Act Ill.

Although the mastersingers emerge as
a collective unit representing a defense of
the status quo. the ideals they are trying to
conserve are important and worthwhile.
Sachs appreciates. cherishes, and shares
their values, although he recognizes that
there may be times when too great a per
manence may stifle creativity. A delicate
balance between contending forces may
provide just the right degree of energy to
serve as a fulcrum for infusing new life
into society. Sachs so fascinated Wagner
that he became the archetype of the “think
ing man.” that pure, selfless, hard work
ing, honest paradigm of Wagner’s often
quoted, much overused phrase, the “Ger
man Spirit.” He believes in the need to
maintain a clearly established system of

moral, economic, political and spiritual
values so that society might function
smoothly. Furthermore, he is an open—
minded realist, and recognizes that soci
ety sometimes needs to believe in harm
less illusions. Nevertheless, as a conser
vative, he is unwilling to see that which
he feels to he right threatened or chal
lenged unless there is a solid and accept
able social base upon which that chal
lenge is rooted. In this respect Sachs is a
pragmatic progressive, but not a reaction
ary or a reformer. True enough, he may
tel uctantly manipulate people and events
for the betterment of society, or to achieve
especially desirable ends: but, he is confi
dent enough in his values to assume a
social responsibility to act on behalf of
others, especially when his perception re
quires some intercession to nudge gently
people or events forward.

Sachs is a man possessing a fresh dis
passionate mind, but Walter, the new-
coiner, represents a real and not an imag
ined threat to all the values that the guilds
hold sacred, especially in the liberties lie
took in his trial song. Nevertheless, speak
ing not only on Walter’s behalf, but per
haps for Wagner as well. Sachs stands
alone in expressing an important part of
Wagner’s thesis promulgated in Opera
and Drama: ‘The knight’s song and
melody I found new, but not confused: if
he left our paths he at least strode firmly
and surely. If you wish to measure ac
cording to rules something which does
not accord with your rules, forget your

own ways. you must first seek its rules.
What Sachs says relates directly to

Wagner’s personal circumstances at the
time lie worked on Die Meistersinger.
Now in the middle of composing the Ring.
not knowing how, when, or if it would be
finished, and uncertain where it could be
performed even if lie did complete it. Wag
ner had incurred artistic and aesthetic prob
leins while attempting to produce Ti/stan
mid Lcolde. Originally scheduled to have
its premiere iii Vienna it was canceled as
“unplayable’’ after fifty—four rehearsals.
Finally, when Tristan did have its pie—
miere in Munich, Wagner was accused of
breaking all the traditionally accepted rules
of music. Some critics complained that lie
was incapable of composing true melo
dies, or of consistency in maintaining key
integrity. That Wagner \vas “inventing”
new rules was undeniable, even by Wag
ner, but was this necessarily invalid?
Should Ins mtisic not receive a fair hear
ing? This is precisely the situation now
facing Walter, The first woids that Sachs
utters are remarkably similar to those ex
pressed by Wagner toward the end of “A
Communication to my Friends.” and in
both cases they represent a plea not to
reject that which is new, unless and until
it is first given a full impartial hearing.

Wagner’s fondness for Sachs becomes
evident as the drama unfolds. Gradually
he stands as the pivotal figure between
the established order and the apprehended
threat to it presented by Walter. Wagner

(Continued on puge 3)

Alan Aberbach ‘s ana/vsis ofHans Sac/is isa ii’ann evaluation that it/li confinn the feelings qfmany spectators asto the many
good elements ofSac/is, Wagner and German culture. A student orchesti-a iii Ireland recent/v peifonned rita complete cycles
oft/ic Ring—the first time in that count?)’ in 90 )‘eal-s:a revieiiIA fascinating hitherto unpublished letter (1862)froni Cosimna
to Minim and an inten’ien’ with Jean—Philippe Lc~font complete the issue.


